Introduction to this special issue

The rise of impact evaluations and challenges which CEDIL is to address
Evaluation plays a central role in the use of evidence. Evidence from evaluations
about which programmes work, for whom, why and in what context is important for
evidence-informed policy or practice.
The use of evidence in international development has developed through four waves
(White, 2018b). The first wave was a focus on results. New Public Management in
the 1990s was associated with the ‘Results Agenda’. In international development,
the 1992 ‘Wapenhans report’ for the World Bank proposed that each project have a
set of outcome-level Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). During the 1990s several
development agencies adopted results frameworks, starting with USAID in response
to the 1993 Government Results and Performance Act, and the UK Department for
International Development (DFID) as part of the UK government’s Modernizing
Government agenda (GOUK, 1999). Globally, the adoption of the International
Development Targets, later succeeded by the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs), became a global results framework for assessing development progress.
Before the results agenda, programme success was measured at best by activities
or outputs, and often just by how much of the money had been spent. But national or
global level indicators cannot tell us the role of any particular programme in
achieving those results. Outcome monitoring – which is a before versus after
analysis – cannot tell us if our programmes are working or not since many other
factors are affecting those outcomes. There was a growing realization of this
problem in the early 2000s. A letter from the US General Accounting Office (GAO) to
USAID commenting on the 1999 performance report stated that the goals were: ‘so
broad and progress affected by many factors other than USAID programmes, [that]
the indicators cannot realistically serve as measures of the agency’s specific efforts’
(GAO, 2000). One of us wrote a paper for the UK National Audit Office review of
DFID’s performance measurement making the same point.1
The second wave of the evidence revolution was the rise in impact evaluations of
development interventions. Newman et al. (1994) laid out the case for rigorous
impact evaluation in international development in an early paper in the World Bank
Research Observer as the World Bank supported early RCTs in Latin America. It
was nearly ten years later until the J-PAL and the World Bank’s Development Impact
Evaluation initiative (DIME) were set up in 2003 and 2004 respectively. In 2006 the
Centre for Global Development published the influential report When Will We Ever
Learn? (CGD, 2006) arguing the case for ‘a global fund for impact evaluation’
leading to the creation of the International Initiative for Impact Evaluation (3ie).
As has been documented in two papers previously published in this journal
(Cameron et al., 2016 and Sabet and Brown, 2018), there has been a nearly
exponential growth in impact evaluations over the last 15 years – especially
randomized controlled trials. In 2000 there were around 50 impact evaluations
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published, nearly all in health. By 2011, over 500 studies were published in a single
year in different sectors of interventions such as agriculture, education, nutrition and
governance.
As the literature has grown it has given rise to a new challenge: how to stay on top of
a growing body of evidence, and how to reliably inform policy in an unbiased way.
Policy should not be informed by single studies because single studies are rarely
able to provide recommendations that apply to a plurality of contexts and of
characteristics of implementation. For example, farmer fields school training seems
to work in reducing pesticide use and increasing yields, but only in pilots, while
programmes at scale show no effects (Waddington et al., 2014). School
management seems to improve school outcomes, but not in low income settings
(Carr-Hill et al., 2018). Land titling improves productivity, but not in Africa (Lawry et
al., 2014). One example of the difficulty to extrapolate results from single studies is
deworming. One study has carried a lot of weight in policy discussions (Miguel and
Kremer, 2004), leading deworming to be seen as a best buy in development. We are
not debating here the merits of that study, which were many. But other studies of the
same intervention produced different results. How should a policy-maker deal with a
body of conflicting evidence? The answer is that systematic reviews offer the best,
least biased, approach to summarizing bodies of evidence.
The growth of systematic reviews is the third wave of the evidence revolution. When
3ie issued its first Request for Proposals for systematic reviews in September 2008
they were virtually unknown in international development outside the health field.
Fewer than 20 reviews were published in 2008. By 2016 over 100 were published
that year alone (source: 3ie database).
Returning to deworming, there are 65 studies of deworming covered in the Campbell
review of the intervention (Welch et al., 2016), nearly all of which find no impact on
health, nutrition or education outcomes. As a result, average effect sizes in the
meta-analysis are not significantly different from zero.2 There is at very least a
puzzle here to understand in which circumstances deworming is a priority
programme, or where, whilst desirable, it is not the best use of scarce resources.3
The fourth wave of the evidence revolution is knowledge translation or knowledge
brokering. It is not enough to publish high-quality evidence syntheses. Translating
that evidence to inform policy or practice is a separate activity which goes far beyond
traditional dissemination. In response to the global evidence, WHO has revised their
guidelines to recognize the importance of improved water and sanitation in achieving
sustained reductions in the worm burden and the consequent health benefits (WHO,
2017). This step reflects WHO’s institutionalization of the use of evidence from
systematic reviews: WHO’s guidelines on producing guidelines state that such
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guidelines have to be based on high quality systematic reviews (WHO, 2010).
Outside of health, the What Works movement in the UK are building evidence
platforms to make evidence available to decision-makers – and in the best cases
that evidence is based on systematic reviews (Gough and White, 2018).
So far, so good. We have both been involved in various stages of this evidence
revolution and we must surely be counted amongst ‘the believers’. But there are
limitations. One is that, whilst RCTs have been applicable in a far broader range of
contexts than was originally imagined even by their proponents, there are important
questions of effectiveness which are not amenable to large n impact evaluations. In
establishing CEDIL, DFID challenged us to answer difficult questions such as ‘what
have our package of interventions over the last ten years done to improve women’s
empowerment in Afghanistan?’ or ‘what is the effectiveness of budget support?’
A second issue is that impact evaluations, systematic reviews and What Works
evidence platforms are primarily focused on the impacts of interventions and their
effect sizes4. But we know implementation matters. There has been too little
attention on second generation questions of design and implementation in both
impact evaluations and reviews,5 although these are often the questions of most
interest to decision-makers. Studies addressing such questions are very likely to
require mixed methods designs which effectively integrate the two approaches. But
successful mixed-methods designs remain the exception not the norm.
A third, and final, issue is that policy uptake of research findings remains
problematic. International development has no evidence platforms of the sort now
common in the UK and US under the auspices of the What Works movement. Very
little is known about what are the best methods to disseminate knowledge and to
promote the assimilation and understanding of evidence. It was to address all these
issues that DFID supported the creation of a new Centre of Excellence for
Development Impact and Learning.
What is CEDIL?
CEDIL was established in 2017 by DFID with the goal of developing and supporting
new evaluation methods in under-researched areas of international development. In
particular, CEDIL was created to fill major gaps in: evidence, methods, synthesis,
and translation. CEDIL was set up to achieve the following goals: developing new
evaluation methods in unexplored thematic areas, commissioning impact evaluations
and related research, and promoting evidence use.
CEDIL is composed of a Research Directorate, which provides strategic direction
and technical guidance, and of a Programme Directorate, which manages the
project. The Research Directorate includes a consortium of five institutions: the
International Initiative for Impact Evaluation (3ie), the Campbell Collaboration, the
Centre for Evaluation of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, the
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EDePO at University College London, and the EPPI-Centre. Internationally
recognised experts in evaluation constitute the Intellectual Leadership Team of
CEDIL and activities are overseen by an Advisory Board. A small Research
Directorate is based at the London International Development Centre. The
Programme Directorate is led by Oxford Policy Management (OPM).
The role of the Research Directorate is to identify programmes of work for CEDIL to
address the evaluation challenges mentioned above. The CEDIL Programme
Directorate will issue Requests for Proposals to commission impact evaluation
studies, systematic reviews, and academic papers under these programmes of work.
To inform the formulation of the programmes of work, in its inception phase CEDIL
produced nearly 20 papers addressing methodological issues in impact evaluation,
synthesis of evidence, and knowledge translation. Some of the papers were think
pieces, others were summaries of expert consultations, others still were
methodological surveys in a particular area. All CEDIL papers are available on the
programme website and summary versions of five of these papers are included in
this special issue.
Each paper tackled one of the most debated topics in the impact evaluation
community today such as, for example, the production of timely evaluations and
systematic review, the generalisability and transferability of findings (external
validity), and the successful involvement of stakeholders in the evaluation process.
Despite the variety of methods and approaches discussed, three common
characteristics across the papers stand out: an interdisciplinary approach to
methodological development, a rejection of hierarchies of methods, and a preference
to explaining results versus testing hypotheses.
CEDIL member institutions and experts come from different disciplinary backgrounds
such as economics, epidemiology, education, political science and environmental
science. The evaluation methods proposed in the papers went through rounds of
interdisciplinary discussions and workshops. In some cases, the methods proposed
by CEDIL are not absolutely new but are new for a particular discipline or area of
application. It is hoped that cross-fertilisation across disciplines will lead to a better
integration of methods and, perhaps, to the formulation of novel methodologies.
CEDIL is committed to rigorous evaluation and scientific research but does not
adhere to any methodological hierarchy. CEDIL members have different
methodological inclinations but the Centre does not spouse any specific approach.
Methods are valued for their ability to explain phenomena and to inform policies.
Many CEDIL papers reflect an interest in explaining observed phenomena as the
basis for formulating sound policies. This approach aims at balancing the recent
popularity of experimental approaches in development economics. CEDIL
recognises the value of randomised control trials in the generation of credible
evidence but promotes the embedding of experiments in middle-range theories and
behavioural models to better inform policy and projects.

The papers in this issue
This special issue of the Journal of Development Effectiveness features a subset of
the studies that were presented at the CEDIL conference held in London on 25th
January 2018. We selected five papers for this issue following no particular criteria
except for the need to allow one paper from each CEDIL partner institution and at
the same time paying attention to the interests of the Journal’s readership. The
papers selected are reflections on methods used and proposed in impact evaluations
and systematic review. All papers were peer-reviewed by two members of the CEDIL
Intellectual Leadership Team and by DFID. In addition, each paper was reviewed by
a blind referee for the Journal version.
As mentioned earlier, the collaborative nature of CEDIL resulted in cross-fertilisation
of approaches and themes between authors of different disciplines. Some unifying
themes have emerged that are common to several papers. In other cases, authors
have pursued standalone methodological investigations. Common threads which
emerged were the role of theory of change analysis and the use of mixed methods.
These themes are reflected in the first three papers in this collection.
The papers by Kneale et al. and Davies are both concerned with theories of change.
They both make the point that there are many types of causal relationship. As
Davies points out, models typically do not mention the timing, duration or sequencing
of relationships. And they are ill suited to capture the nature of the relationship. The
authors of the two papers provide a list of common violations of causal linearity
assumptions, such as threshold and plateau effects, tipping points, necessary or
sufficient conditions, interactive effects and vicious or virtuous circles.
Kneale et al. argue that the diverse ranges of causal relationships require different
approaches to assessing causality, and that systematic reviews are in principle well
suited to this approach, although in practice many are bare bones reviews which do
not look beyond effectiveness (Snilstveit, 2012). In particular analysis along the
causal chain is likely to rely on different methodological approaches, thus requiring
the use of mixed methods. As found by Jimenez et al. in their discussion of the use
of mixed methods in reviews, integrated reviews go ‘beyond the sum of their parts’.
We return to the Jimenez et al. paper below, but here we note that both that paper
and Kneale et al. advocate the explicit identification of a strategy for integrating
mixed methods with a justification for the approach. Kneale et al. also propose that
causal chain based reviews should update theories of change in the light of new
evidence.
Much of the discussion by Kneale et al. is echoed by Davies who identifies the
following issues with typical representations of the theory of change: (i) unlabelled
connections, a simple arrow tells us nothing about the timing, duration, scale or type
of causal connection, (ii) missing connections, especially if the theory of change is
presented in silos (see also White, 2018a), which detracts from the usefulness in the
theory of change in identifying key evaluation questions, (iii) symmetrical designs in
which aesthetics triumph over utility; (iv) nested hierarchies and heterarchies which
present complex theories of change with many arrows and clusters of causal effects,
but no indication of timing, sequencing or relative importance, (v) feedback loops,
whilst in principle theories of change can readily accommodate feedback loops

(reverse or simultaneous causation), in practice most do not – and if too many such
loops are included then there may be no clearly describable causal pathway, (vi)
wider connections which lead to over-optimistic theories of change which fail to
anticipate external factors inhibiting programme effectiveness or to identify
contextual factors which mediate it.
In response Davies identifies six solutions. Four of these concern using approaches
which help identify the most important causal mechanisms to be tested: network
analysis, participatory network analysis, sensitivity analysis (predictive modelling)
and dynamic approaches. One is better specification of the type of causal
relationship, as discussed above. Finally, Davies recommends using better software,
a suggestion also made by Kneale et al.
Jimenez et al. review the use of mixed methods in 40 impact evaluations and seven
systematic reviews. To do this, they present a tool which assesses the quality of both
the quantitative and qualitative analysis in the studies as well as the integration of
the two approaches. The 40 IEs are all what the authors call ‘quantitatively-driven’
studies, i.e. have a clear identification strategy at the heart of their research design,
but which also explicitly mention at least one qualitative component to the research
design. The tool scored both quantitative and qualitative designs on a scale from 0
to 130. The overall rigour of the quantitative designs was substantially higher than
that of the qualitative designs, with average scores of 96 and 43 respectively. The
average integration score was three out of a possible six. Analysis shows that
studies with better qualitative designs were more likely to score highly on integration.
Other factors associated with high scores on mixed methods were (i) an explicit
rationale for integration and its value added for the study, (ii) a multidisciplinary team,
and (iii) adequate documentation of approaches.
The final two papers are concerned with other issues flagged in the CEDIL inception
papers: measurement and timely evaluation. The fourth paper, by Almas et al., was
led by a team based at the Institute of Fiscal Studies, with the support of two
international experts and CEDIL staff, and discusses measurement issues. Impact
evaluations are designed to assess how specific interventions affect outcomes such
as ‘poverty’, ‘empowerment’, ‘child development’ or ‘environmental sustainability.’
While these theoretical constructs are well defined, applied researchers can rarely
measure them directly and have often to rely on proxy indicators. In addition, the
measurement of the indicators is often difficult to perform and conducted with
considerable error. This paper shows how these difficulties can be addressed: by
formulating new measures altogether, by using multiple measures of the same
construct, and by employing new machine learning methods for outcome
classification.
In relation to the first point, the authors argue that new measures should be tailored
to the specific behavioural models that the researchers want to estimate as they
should aim at recovering the main parameters of such models. In relation to the
second point, the authors argue that an index of multiple imperfect indicators may be
preferable to a single perfect, but unattainable, indicator. Finally, the authors show
how the availability of new and large datasets and of statistical methods of machine
learning has opened up the possibility to measure new constructs with limited data
collection effort. The paper also includes a useful survey of sources of available

datasets of secondary data that can be used in quasi-experimental studies at the
design and analysis stage.
The fifth and final paper, by Jayne Webster et al., was led by a team based at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and features experts in conducting
agile and timely evaluations in international development. It is well known that high
quality impact evaluations take a long time to complete – 3-5 years being the norm.
This timeframe does not always help policy-making. Results of impact evaluations
often come too late once decisions have already been made, and large impact
evaluation studies offer limited support to improving programmes while they are
being implemented. The problem is well-known in public health where decisions
about programmes need to be made quickly with any information available, and
where methods to quickly collect and analyse information have been produced and
tested. The authors provide an overview of the best approaches and tools available
for conducting timely evaluations, together with a critical appraisal and a framework
that helps researches identifying which methods are best suited to achieve different
evaluation goals. The review includes a description and an appraisal of, among
others, behavioural centred designs, statistical process control, bottleneck analysis,
A/B testing, adaptive trials, and qualitative impact assessment protocol. The authors
highlight the absence of empirical studies and reflect on the need of testing and
validating these tools in the field.
We hope that the papers published in this special issue will stimulate researchers to
pursue impact evaluations and synthesis of evidence in new areas and to use new
approaches and methods. Rigorous research should not occur to the detriment of
imagination and creativity. The papers presented in this special issue are only a
sample of the wide range of methodological and theoretical investigations explored
by CEDIL. They are part of a larger intellectual effort that will guide our research
agenda over the coming years.

Howard White and Edoardo Masset
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